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Koch, _Baca, Poole Win~

Albuque~que votets yesterday
elected the first woman ever to
serve on the City Commission.
Nancy Koch was elected to the
two·year unexpired term of
former Commissioner G.P. Reyes
while Albuquerque Unity
candidates Ray Baca and Robert
Poole were behJg elected to full
four-year terms. ':'.
At the same time voters were
approving eight bond issl.tes
totalling $15 rriillion, most of
them by a 2·1 margin or greater.
Incumbent Municipal Judge
Frederick Mowrer was also
returned to office for a four·year
term.
Koch, who is also the first

1

independent candidate elected in
well over 10 years, edged out
John Rust, the third Unity
candidate. Unofficial results
showed her winning 7904 to 7025
for Rust.
Baca led all Commission
candidates with 12,792 while
Poole garnered 11,451 votes.
Their closest competitors, Darrell
Harrell and Herbert Hughes, both
of the People's Committee for
Better Government (PCBG),
trailed far behind with 9384 and
8133 votes respectively.
All other candidates for the
four·year term trailed far behind.
Municipal Judge
Mowrer easily outdistanced his

closest competitor John Brown
14,321 to 6940. The third
candidate in the municipal judge
.race, John Speer, was a distant
third with 3021 votes.

Koch campaigned on a
campaign of 14 ecology, economy
and equality" while the Unity
t·icket had campaigned on a
platform that "Albuquerque must
be pulled together or be pulled
apart."
The three winning candidates
join hold ·over Commissioners
Louis Saavedra and Harry Kinney,
Saavedra was elected two years
ago on the Albuquerque Citizens
Committee ticket, the forerunner

of the Unity Party, Kinney was
elected from the PCBG slate.
·
W.ilson
The election results apparently
leave the issue of whether or not
City Manager Richard Wilson will
be fired up in the air. :Koch had
~id throughout the campaign she
would have to "evaluate Wilson 1s
performance" before taking any
action while both Baca and Poole
had said they would fire him if
eJected.
Saavedra has said in the past
that if Wilson's job were rated on
a scale of 100 then "Wilson is
doing about 90 per cent." Kinney,
although he has criticized the city
manager in the past, has not
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committed himself to either
keeping or firing Wilson.
Thus Wilson's fate apparently
rests with Kinney,
.
Either Saavedra or }\inney are
expected to be elected
commission ".lhairman.
In a break from previous
tradition present Commission
Chairman Charles Barnhart has
said he will turn the gavel over the
the new chairman at the beginning
of the next. Commission meeting
next Monday night. Barnhart,
along with Word Payne, are
stepping dow~ from the
Commission. Neither sought
re-election,

We Should Starve the War to Death
•

Gregory Suggests Nafi·onwide Economic Boycofts
By PAULA HOLLAND
Dick Gregory, in a press
conference Tuesday afternoon,
stressed that the young people of
this country have the power to
stop the war,
Gregory, thin but healthy
looking after his she month fast to
end the wal', stated, "The young
people in this country have the
power to end the war in Viet
Nam."
fi explain the war still being on
because the young people and the
people really against the war
haven't really mustered its
forces, •. '
''We the decent folks can't
blame Nixon or the pentagon
anymore ... if we're \V'illing to set
up economic boycotts •.. if a
nationwide boycott were held on
eating turkey on Thanksgi'iling and
Christmas, the turkey industry
would have to join the effort," he
said.
"I explain the war still being on
because the young people and the
people really against the war
haven't really mustered its
forces," he explained.
Fasting
"If the fast never proves
anything, it's making me a better
person," be continued. "I think
about things r never thought
about that war before."
Said Gregory, "1 find when you
give up eating for as long a period

as I have, if nothing else I've
learned to put reasoning above
passion.
ui think that is Man's greatest
problem in the world today," he
stated.
uin my own head I realized
tliat the war may not be over for
iive years," Gregory explained
about his fast, "and I realized that
I was willing to go five years,
whatever the consequences had to
be."
Gregory drinks only fresh fruit
juice on his diet; and he stated
that he would not end his fast
until "the last American soldier or
shooting war or gunning is out of
VietNam."
Gregory explained, "That never
before in the history of America
have we had a force and a power
that could deal with solving the
problem."
Young People
"I do feel," Gregory continued,
"that they are probably the most
moral, dedicated, ethical,
committed group of young people
that have ever lived in the history
of this country.,
"I feel there are noo problems
in this country that they can't
solve if they muster their forces,"
he stated.
Gregory has lost 64 pounds
during his fast which began April
24 at a peace rally in San
Francisco. This is not the first fast
Gregory has undertaken.
He said, "Last year I went 81
days on water to dntmatize the

Students Buck Leiis lature;
Fight Loss of Bachelor's
A resolution calling for Bachelors degree will be dropped.
Opposition to the dropping of the
The issue came to a point last
Bachelor of Business degree, Friday when the Board. of
passed by the Soard of Educational Finance passed a
Educational Finance, will be motion to fund the School of
introduced to the ASUNM senate Business Do~toral Program. This
tonight.
program is in conjunction with
The sponsors of the resolution, the 3+2 program,
senators Ben Prinkley, Roger
The 3+2 program in question is
ChaiTez 1 Arlene Cinelli ancl Regis not the official program of the
Clauscbee said they hope Senate School of Business '1et, but unless
will pass the resolution.
some opposition is brought
"We feel that this is a very against the program the last
important issue 11nd that we Bachelor degree in that school will
should waste no time in reacting be given in June of 1974.
to it," explained Sen. Cinelli.
"One of the main issues that we
The .issue the four Senators are are very much against is the
opposed to has been brewing for simple matter that the students
two years. At that time, the were not given a chance to
School of Business and participate in deciding this
Administrative Sciences decided matter," explained Cinelli.
to adopt a 3+2 program. Under
"The Board took it upon itself
this program a student would to decide about the curriculum
spend three years studying in Arts without .asking tor the stuMnts'
and Sciences. Then during. his opinion. This is something that we
senior year of studies the student object to most strongly."
would begin c·ourses in
The sponsors of the resolution
professional management. In this said by bringing the issue to light
program, the time to receive a before the UNM students, enough
Masters from the Business School interested persons would be
would be cut at least a year.
willing to speak before the Board
The drawback to the program is ot Educational Finance. Their
that the undergraduate studies next meeting i~t scheduled for
will b~ cut, and therefore the sometime in November.

\Vednesday, October 6, 1971
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what has happened in the jails-is
what a lot of black folks have
been saying for years," Gregory
stated,
11
0nce you wertt to jail in
America
you was a prisoner,"
._,.. 'Jiiii:Jllll.
- .....
Gl'egory explained, ''and now
7000 people went to jail in one
day, at the May Day
.•.
Demonstration, that knew they
weren't cdminal.'' Speaking of the
Marches oi last April and May in
Washington, D.C.
"Look and sec what's coming
out of Attica/' he said, 11 • • • it's
very il1teresting for it shows how
America covers up her mistakes. ' 1
"I think there is a lot more that
might come out of Attica.,,
Gregory explained. "How do you
have trouble identifying a dead
body in jail when everybody in
jail you have fingerprints of,"
elearing up the identification
Photo by Loudcrbaugh problem now surrounding Attica.
uThe war protests and civil
Dick Gregory
rights movement woke up a lot of
drug problem."
Fonda nnd Donald Sutherland, people 1" he stated.
He added, "I feel the user have "decided to take shows to
should be looked at as the patient army camps."
and the pusher looked at as the
"A lot of military personal have
'That wax, might be the
criminal. •.• People are more set up coffee houses, u Gregory incident that roolly woke up
aware of the drug problem than explained.
Americans to the extent that we
ever before.''
''We have a tremendous might be able to sa;re the
"You don't really go on a fast message o! ending the war and country•• !
to impress the tyrant," he said, how wrong America is to be in
"but you go on a fast to rally there," he said.
"The c:!ivil rights movement
ethical decent people behind the
"I think it is a very healthy
use."
thing," Gregory said. "When I was pushed the human rights
Death is the last thing Gregory in sen.ice1 we had nothing but a movement which brought out the
would worry about during his military point of view-~bat's My Lrti incident/' Gregory
fast. ur read the obituaries every what makes the army the army.'' related, uit was very important
morning I wake up-and check
"If the army could find another that that got exposed."
CCThat is WhY r say today that
out all the eaters that died over point of view ••. the army could
night that haven't accomplished be a healthy thing for people it is young people stand at the brink
nothing/'
not healthy for right now/' he of ending thut war/• he added.
"Because there are a lot of people
"If 1 die from this fast • , . it stated.
would be a total surprise," he
The topic turned to social that would gladly not eat a turkey
continued, "I, daresay, that l'm as awareness and Gregory $tated, to protest the war as long as the
healthy as anyone in this room.'' ' 1The war in Viet Nam might be boss couldn't see them ••• or they
'llle Weight
the caratyst to shock America into didn't havw to say look at me,"
Gregory runs regularly and ran dealing with all 1>! her problems,tt Gregory explained.
1
11
ten miles before he boarded the
in
' Participators
The reason we moved into this
plane for Albuquerque.
demonstrations have grown to situation like today_'' he
"When I should ha\le worried include middle class America!' He continued, "is becaute of the
the most about death/' he CJCplained, HThere were a lot of awareness that has come out of
explained, ''was when r weighed people in this country who didn't the war/'
288 pounds and drinking a filth belie\le you could be al'rest~d for
The fact that Amedca has been
of scotch everyday."
nothing."
atught in so many vicious lies
Gregory • along with Jane
"Add a lot of awareness and pertaining to this war.

·~
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126 and Above, Breathe Easier
Uncle Sam Doesn't Give a Damn About YOtT
WASHlNGTON (UPI)- The
Selective SeriTice System
announced Tuesday that lottery
no, 125 would be the ceiling for
draft calls for the rest of the year
when 101000 men ate scheduled
to be inducted into the Army.
This means that all registrants
with numbers over 125 are safe
from conscription, but that all
men With a "random selection
number" 125 or below will
receive an induction notice this
year, said Seleclive Service
Director Cur~ic W. Tarr.
However, beeause the number
of qualified . men with nurnbets
125 and below e11:ceeds 10,000,

Tart said some would b~ drafted
in the first three months of next
year.
Tart said that local Selecti;re
Service Boards would deliver the
lO,OOO·man quota from October,
Novemb~t and December in two
segments- 6500 during Nov. 1·8
and 3500 during Nov. 29 ·Dec. 9.
These will be the first
inductions since June when the
old draft law expired. The new
Jaw, subject of a drawrt·out debate
in Congress, was not signed into
law until Sept. 28.
It was first estimated that the
cut·off' number fot the final
10,000 ·man call for 1971 would

be 115. But this was later changed
to 140, and then offici:dly pegged
at 125 Tuesday.
Draft boards had already
reached 25 before the old law
expired June :30. But since then,
about a half million eollege
students, many of them with
numbers lower than 125, have
entered the draft pool, having lost
their deferments.
This tneans that most of the
draftees this fall will be college
students. But since the £!!'!~! 1971
call is relatively small, many
grantV~t~ with numb~rs under
125 will not f'11ce the draft this
year.
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editorial

Murky Issues
On the agenda of the ASUNM Senate tonight is a
resolution opposing the dropping of the Bachelor of Business
degree.
One of the complaints being brought in the resolution, and
the thrust of much of previous student opposition to the
measure, is that the students of the School of Business and
Administrative Sciences were not consulted on the change in
format.
The full circumstances of the change to the "3+2"
program have not yet been chronicled. But the initial hostile
reaction to the move, by such noted community business
organization as CAMBIO, students in the school, and other
community members ought to have at least signalled "go
slow" to the administration.
We hope the resolution before the Senate tonight clarifies
some of the murky issues involved here, and brings home the
point out that students ought to have input on major
academic program changes before they are effected.

Presented by ASUNM Student Activities Center
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Press Function Hit
By TIM HUNTER
When the typical journalist sits
down to write his story, what is it
that he has in mind? Does he aim
at presenting the fairest picture
imaginable of a given situation?
Does he seek to truthfully
represent the society in which he
operates? Perhaps I ought to
narrow my category to only that
o£ the American journalist. Does
the American journalist undertake
to do these things?
The constant reader of
newspapers, i( he pays attention
to thlngs, notices frequent
contradictions in editorial
policies. It olten happens in the
American press that this week's
villian was last week's hero.
Newspapers have their own
little vendettas. For example, The
Los Angeles Times, said to be the
most respected newspaper Wt>st nf
the Mississippi, has a silly policy
of never running a story on page
one about the current mayor of
that city. The particular ll'll!yor is
always covered on the third page
or (!Ven farther back. Cartoons
appear frequently of him on the
editorial page and they depict him
one day as an ogre and a buffoon
the next. (He is 11either, but
speaking of contradictions, how
can a mtm be a buffoon an an ogre
at the same time, or even
alternatively?)
Periodicals Dying
Besides newspapers, there ilre
many periodicals and electronic
media which fall into the cate%ory
of "journalism." Periodicals, as a
species, appear to be dying out.
That is to say, those periodicals
which appealed to vast, general
audiences appear to be obsolete.
The mortality rate atnong
newspapers in the 50's and 60's
was so high that those remaining
seetn to be solid for now.
'rhe broadcast media is the El

letters • '
Campus Hazards

(Editor's Note: Yes, there is a
Campus Safety Committee. It's
charge is to "promote safety
practices, procedures, and safety
education programs among
students, fnculty and staff
members," as well ns set up
"ll'll!ximum safety considerations"
for the general public visiting
campus. lt meets monthly.)
On the morning of Sept. 29,
one of UNM's blind students
nearly walked into that
Mgligently erected yellow pole
which stands in the sidewalk
south of Zinmt!lrman Library, the
most heavily travelled pedestrian

Pagc2

Dorado of contemporary
journalism. Here is where the best
paying jobs are and much o£ the
growth. The broadcast journalist
has today the tr.ajor leverage on
opinion which the writing
journalist formerly had. However,
the ethical base and objectives of
the electronic journalist would
appear to be no different from
that of his poorer cousin in the
printed media.
Living Wage
A journalist, when he &its down
to write or to talk has in mind
ess•mtially the same thought as
any other working·man-how to
ll'lllke a living wage. The particular
problem for the journalist
becomes, it boils down, how to
excite or inflame his audience to
notice him and remember his
by·line. To wit-how to make a
splash and still avoid getting wet'!
A journalists first duty is to
hitnSelf; he has to make his way
in the world. If he has any
thoughts about justice and truth
these become subordinate to
getting attention, mere froth on a
wave of sensationalism.
The journalist seeks attention
most from the general public. He
does not write for history or
posterity, There are too · few
educated people around for him
to worry about intelligent
opinion. Knowledgeable people
do not form a large enough block
in American society to make any
difference in newspaper sales or
Neilson ratings. The general public
lacks the discerning eye of the
specialist and loves to be carried
along on the journalists tidal wave
of misinformation, half·truth and
innuendo.
Occasionally it happens that
some poor public official, who bas
been gored in the journalistic
ru'ena, seeks legal sanction against
the journalist or attempts to

•

artery on campus. A possible
tragedy was averted by an alert
satnarit!Ul who pulled the blind
gentleman aside.
The only believable reason for
having a pole so placed is to call
students' attentimt to a mound in
the pavetnent, a mound which
tripped up a good many hapless
students before the implantation
of this equally hazardous pole.
It seems to me that during the
ptesent blight of campus
construction, the safety of
students should be of primary
concern. If a campus safety
committee exists, it has certainly
enveloped itself in secrecy.
Stephen Tope

The theme for this week of activities centers around how
one communicates an idea, and in particular, the different
means used to communicate. This is broad enough to encompass many areas, ranging from art to architecture, and
from the mass media to inter-personal communications.

"0/r, it's you- we tlwugl1t yozt were dead!"

bema,___________

,,r

,,'

Experiment in the Media
Week

.•_.•_'_:_,_,._.•

arouse the rabble against
sensationalism.
Paradoxical Effort
This, it seems, is the
paradoxical effort o£ Spiro
Agnew, or at least was, he has
been quiet the last several months,
Goldwater tried much the same
thing a few years ago after he was
slandered by a magazine. He went
to court. It is in court that the
victim is surprised to find he has
no rights.
First of all, the journalist bas
already been there, legally
speaking, and has built up an
Impressive mass of laws making
him immune to the prohibitions
which constrain lesser mortals,
There is the curious matter that a
"public figure" can be libeled
where a "private citizen" cannot
on the grounds that libel of public
persons is allowable because the
person has confit>nt(ld to lose his
rights by becoming newsworthy.
One thinks here of the incredible
untruth spread by journalists
about the wife of the late
President. Readers can doubtless
tecall·other cases as tragic.
Clay Pigeon
In the case of the public
official, such as Agnew, who tries
a little rabble-rousing to match
the journalist, he finds the rules
reversed. The official becomes an
enemy of "freedom of
expression" rather th!Ul one who
seeks public discourse. In the view
of the journalist, the public figure
should be silent as a clay pigeon.
To do otherwise is "hiding news"
or an attack on liberty herself.
It might seem here that 1 am
attacking all of the journalists'
work. This is not true. The
journalist, in simplifying issues of
the day for the common ttUln,
who is described by the
Department of Labor as a
functional illiter:.tte, has
perfortned a mighty service in at
least keeping the citizen interested
in his nation and the great issues.
If the jourrtalist usually errs in his
analysis he sometimes gets things
right, too. Most people in a
democracy are too busy with their
own lives and incomes to wotry
about other people and social
responsibility. The journalist
keeps these sensibilities alive. He
foaters in the citizen a certain
amount of misdil'Elction, but at
least his heart ls in the right place:
The journalist's crusade never lasts
long, people tire of any
excitement after a while; it
becomes a bore.
No intelligent person can give
the journalists substantive
recommendations credibility; but
with his "black and white" view
ot enemies, who after all exist, he
reminds us, that there is a
difference between right and
wrong, even if he cannot
distinguish between them.

Right On

During the week of activities (October ll-17) we will try
to present as many different means of communication as we
can, and we will present them in the most entertaining ways
possible. There.will be a film festival, experimental theater,
music groups, and presentations by experts in the respective
fields.

All Events Free*
(Editor's Note: Right On is a column written by members
of the national staff of the Young Americans for Freedom.
The column will appear weekly in The Lobo. Connaugbt
Coyne, ~uthor of today's column, is founder of the
University of South Carolina's "independent" paper, The
Rag.)

r
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"EXPERIMENT IN THE MEDIA"
Monday, October II through Sunday, October l7, 19'i'l

ByCONNAUGHTCOYNE
To add more variety to the campus scene this year, there
:seems to be a new phenomenon on the horizon: the :return of
the "responsible left."
These leftists are trying hard to escape their image as
trouble-making kids. Some of the non-intelligent ones, too in
love with their so-called individualism, will continue on their
merry freaked-out way, of course, the subject of jests and
insults from their more politically long-sighted comrades. But
the clever leftist recognizes that practicing revolution is even
less successful than preaching it. He !mows he can't tell the
American people exactly what he's after. And he knows, too,
that the American voter will listen, by and large, to anything
with a few heart-thumping phrases, spoken by a wholesome
American type, and will probably be inclined to vote for
that, too. So, in pursuit of popular support, the young leftists
are going respectable again, playing the propaganda game for
all they're worth (not that they ever let up on it-just that it
got more and more difficult to make street warfare seem
wholesomely American).

Monday, Octobet 11
I:llO pm· 4:30pm Workshop presented by Blue Dome Experimental Theater group, New

(I

i

Mexico Union Ballroom: free to all students

And they may seem innocuous enough. But read a term
paper one of them writes for a sociology class, giving a
Marxian analysis of anything convenient, or listen to a class
discussion where_ one of them is spouting forth on the
violation of a students rights in room inspection. Pay heed to
the bills they introduce in Student Senate; notice theh:
nominations for a speakers' program. Bills like the
establisllmerit of a Student Government Division of Coed
Affairs, to include hotline service for "problem pregnancies;"
a demand to put a student on the Board of Trustees· a
motion to contribute to some defense fund or another.
Speakers like William Kunstler or llerbert Marcuse. And they
do it ~11 so soon eno~gh. It's easier to 4o it on the campus
thah_ m the commumty, or later, durmg a campaign for
office.
·
Responsible? Examine that term in public. Left? Then
take that one apart, too.
NBW MEXICO 1..0:80

Blue I>omc Theater group presents "The Buffalo Dance," New .Mexico
Union Ballroom

Tentative

ESP discussion
Tttesday, October 12

I:SO pm

Experimental Films (five) from Bell Telephone Company, I'opejoy
Hall; admission is free

7:00pm

KUNM, live Folk·Rock Concert, Union Theater

8:00pm

Blue Dome Theater group presents "The Buffalo Dance," New Mexico
Union Ballroom; free to all students

1:30pm
I

\I
I
I
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Their friends are the politicos-be they campus
administrators or ward chiefs-who, in their own youth, liked
to consider themselves deliciously liberal and, hence, are
sympathietic to these young images of themselves. The young
images may have sideburns, or a moustache, but they'll wear
ties and .say "sir" at the right moments. They won;t cue the
politicians onto the differences in their political aspirations,
either. Chances are they won't be found on the campus
newspaper, except perhaps on publication boards, unless it's
E!Xceptionally straight. But you can bet they'll be in Student
Government. All over it, as a matter of fact, and throughout
the activities committees, too.

8:00pm

II
J
,Ili
i

\1

I

Panel discussion on sensitivity groups, 1'·groups, and Encounter groups;
presented bv Dr. Libo, Department of Psychiatry; Dr. Qucnk, Depart·
nwnt of Ps)•rhiatry; nr. C:apJ;m, private practice in Psychiatry; Dr.
Goldhaber, Department of Speech, UNM. Keller Recital Hall, l''ine
Arts Center

10:00 am-4.:00 pm Film Festival (10:30 am, 1:!:30 pm, 2:30 pm) Films: "The Ritual," also
known as "The Rite" (Ingnlar Bergman)

7:00pm

Tlrttrsda'j, October U
Family CoUJlscling Center will present "Plays for the Living," New
Mexir;o U11ion Ballroom; free to stlldcnts

7:30pm

Experimental Films (five) from Bell Telephone Company, Popejoy
Hall; free to students

8:00pm

Demonstration in Psycho·drama by Eya (Feshin) Branham and sta!t,
New Mc!<ic<J. Union Ballroom

11>:00 am-1:00pm Film Festival (10:30 am, 12:30 pm, 2:30 pm} Films: "The ltound Up"
(Mikllis Jancso, Hungarian, 1965)
Friday, October 15
1:30 pill

I:llO pm

E!<pcrimcntal Films (five) from Bell Telephone Company, Popejoy
Hall; free to students

.8:00pm

The Speakers Committee will present Harlan Ellison, Science fiction
writer (did script for Star 1.'rck) 8 pm at Popej!>}' Hall

10:30 am
Educ.l17

l'ancl and presentation of the Classroom of Tomorrow. t•anel mernbers
arc: llr. Cooper, IMucation Foundations: Dr. Coldhaber, Department
~£ Speech, l 'NM; Robert Kline, Director of Instructional Media

KtJNM: bands and live presentation 011 the Mall; Free, obviously

10:00 am-4:00pm Film Festival (10:00 am, 11:30 am, 1:00 pm, 2:80 pm) Films: "Clay"
(Origin of Ute Species, Eliat !\I, Noyes, Jr.): "Boiled Egg" (Marc An·
drieux and llcmard llrcvent): "Lcs .Escargots" (Rene Laloux); "Moon·
bird" (John Juhlcy}; "I.e Nez" (Alexander Alcxcie!I); "A Short Vision"
Uoan and Peter Foldes}; "Night on Bald Mountain" (Aiexcielf and
Parkcr); "Stars and Stripes"
8:00pm

Wed111"sday, October JJ

~

10:00 am-4:00pm Film Festival (1():00 am, 11:30 am, 1:00 pro, 2:!!0 pm) Film$: "Hallucina·
tions" (Peter Weiss): "Science Friction" (Stan Vanderbeck); "Schwcd1·
atcr" (Peter Kubelka): "Stone Sonata, Motif, A Trip" (carmen
D'Avino}l "Two Men and a Wardrobe" (Roman Polanski); "Buster
Keaton" sl10rt. To be slrown in one series

Sunday, October 1'/
Three Dog Night concert, University /Irena

.

There will be an art show continuously at the University of New Mexico Art Museum,
Fine Arts Center, featuring Dennis Hopper's collection.
Iludng the week, the AStlXM Film Committee will also present: "Casablanca," with the
great Great GREAT Humphrey Bogart; October 15: 8:00·10:00 ptn • .';.75 per person.
And, the ASUNM Jlilm Committee will Jlresent: "A Mall Called Horse," starring Rkhard
Htlrris: October l<l·l7, 8:00-10:0() pm. $.75 per person.

*Except for 3 Dog Night Concert and The
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regular Film Committee
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What Do You Do When Your Staff Splits?
Putting Out a Paper Without Reporters or Money Can Be a Pain in the Ass
By MARK BREWER I AFS
(Editor's Note: Micha~:l Blake,
Special Editor for The Lobo last
year and now an editor of "The
Staff," called last night to fill us
in on some details of the
following story "That part of the atory which
$BYS we took ad& with us when we
aplit is incorrect; we took no ad
accounts, just the ad staff, and the
advertisers loyal to them as
individuals decide to come with
them. This week we went over the
$30,000 Jlll1rk in display ads for
the first five issues. Otu first three
issues were 32 pages, this week we
go to 40. As for circulation, the
first issue went to 60,000 and the
fifth one hit 70,000. We found
out today that the old Fteep is
down to 27,000 for their current
issue, not counting 14,000
subscriptions. And l want to
emphasize that there was no
splitting of the staff - SS out of
35 went with us, everyone but
one typesetter and one janitor.")
Abandoned by his entire staff
on the eve of publication, "Los
Angeles Free Press" editor Art
Kunkin was jn trouble. Set on
doing its own paper, the staff had
made off with most of the
forthcoming issue's copy and
.advertising layouts. For Kunkin,
founder, editor, and publisher of
the seven • year • old ''Freep,''
once a gold mine, this was not the
first time he had been in deep
trouble.
Califor.nia wanted its $50,000
in court • awarded damages for

having some of its narcs' covers
blown when Kunkin published
their names and addresse~;. The
Int~:rnal Revenue Service was in
the process of seizing his office
complex, home of the foundering
Kunkin publishing empire, a
printing plant, typesetting and
book publishing operations,
The publishing plant, which he
was forced to buy when no one
else would print the "Freep"
be~ause of its hatchet job on the.
narcs, was in deep financial straits.
So Kunkin had to borrow large
sums of money, putting up his
entire interest in the "Freep" as
collateral.
Cancellations
When Kunkin couldn't repay,
the creditor~;, Therapy
Prod u.ctions, snapped up his
paper, retaining Kunkin, on
t.wo-year contract, as editor. And
when the new owners cut the
staff's size, cancelled medical
insurance and tJaid vacations,
more than mutterings were heard.
Former staffers, present staffers,
and hangers · on met one Sunday
afternoon at an L.A. cabaret to air
their gripes against Kunkin and to
decide on collective action to
overthrow him.
Fighting for his p1.1blishing life,
Kunkin showed up- uninvited of
course- to defend himself. But
the charges against him were
overwhelming. Among them: that
the "Freep" had become a dull,
irrelevant, sex ·ad ·laden rag; that
Kunkin had exploited volunteer
and underpaid worker& while

RED CROW
FINEST FOOD
·5101 Zuni S.E.
· 0% off on food
purchases for
UNM students
·h JD

himself living in a $43,00() hillside
home and driving a big Pontiac
equipped with a phone; that
Kunkin was institutionalizing
sexism through the "Freep"; and
that Kunkin, a former Socialist
Party official and union leader,
had at first opposed, then broken
the back of staffers' attempts at
unionization.
LQyalty
Apparently, not much staff
loyalty was generated by Kunkin's
appearance at the meeting, When
the staff learned that the
' 1Freep's"
new owner, Therapy
Produc~ions, was none other than
"Smut King" Marvin Miller and
that "Freep" offices were to be
moved to a porno film studio on
Hollywood Boulevard, they
walked out the day before
deadline, taking most of the paper
with them, and leaving Kunkin in
one hell of a fix.
It wasn't the first time Kunkin
had bad difficulties with his staff
(although this was the wor11t).
Before Miller bought in, Barry
Bernstein, an L.A. lawyer who
writes a legal column for the
"Freep" actually had control of
the :paper long enough last July to
try to tighten things up by firing
some staff memb~:rs without
severance pay. The f~red workers
promptly picketed the paper and
were joined by former Freepers
like Fred Hoffman, Ron
Ridenour, Fran Troy, Gil
Weingart and Doc Stanley who
had long considered Kunkin's sole
ownership of "Freep' a prize rip·
off of its employes.
·
Rally Point
The July picket line became a
brief rallying point fot Kunkin's
critics apd gave a lot of publicij;y
to their charges that his
irresponsibility and self·
aggrandizement had allowed the
paper to become irrelevant to the
Movement and isolated from the
community. When Kunkin refused
to answer questions about the
ownership of the paper, editorial
policies, and ·financial
entanglements, and refused their
demands that he surrender control
· to a community collective, the
picketeers vowed to ruin the
Freep, and some of them initiated
efforts to establish an alternative
paper, the "People's Free Press."
Thy picketing, which KunlUn's
Loyalists (on the staff) chose to
ignore, more or less dissolved
when Kunkin made good on
severance pay demands, but
Kunkin's bitterest critics went off
to statt the new paper. It looked
as if Kunkin had avoided another
would-be showdown with his
workers.
Not Ended
But this was hardly the end of
his troubles. When Irv O'Connell,
the "Freep's" biggest distributor,
stopped by the paper's office the
Friday before Labor Day and
made the off-hand suggestion that

':.---------------W-l_t__._.________:,:.
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the staff form a new newspaper
with his help, there was
immediate and almost unanimous
agreement. On the following
Tuesday, while Kunkin was trying
to step ahead of the IRS_ by
moving to Hollywood Boulevard,
the staff informed him of
thei;plans and asked him to join
them in abandoning Therapy
Productions. He .declined.
Undaunted by Kunkin's refusal,
the staff, wl~ll O'Connell behind
them then, walked out with most
of the layout for that week's
"Free Press," including the
advertisements, and formed a rival
paper, The "Staff," which they
claim sold over 50,000 copies of
its first issue.
Defensive
Interviewed last week, Kunkin
seemed defensive, yet determined
to survive. "I've been putting out
this paper for seven years, and I've
never missed an issue yet,'' he
commented wearily as he left his
office, having sent another page to
the printer.
He went on to discuss what he
called the "absurd" allegation that
he sold out to the porno Mafia.
"When no one would print the
paper after we'd published the
narcs' names and we were looking
at large law suits, I simply had to
get help. I'd never even met Miller
before, but he said he's seen me
debate the Chief of Police on TV
and that he admired my guts so
he'd do whatever he could for

me . ,."

"Whatever he could" boiled
down to buying a printing plant,
since no one would print the
"Freep" after the narc expose.
Tighten Belts
"When the printing plant went
under, though, they had to take
over the paper to try to recover
some of their investment, but
there walt never any'"compromise
of my editorial control.
"They (Therapy)· asked the
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staff to tigMen their belts, but
they wouldn't stand for it, If I
bad gone with them I could have
left all these problems behind and
I'd be a hero now, but how could
I justify walking out on people
(Miller) who had helped me when
!really needed it?
"Anyway, Therapy
Productions, as of last Sunday,
doesn't own tbis paper
anymore .•. they sold it to Edwin
Siegel, the lawyet for the L.A.
Free Clinic and two business types
from San Diego, Don. Partrick (a
publications distributor) and Troy
Boa1 (an accountant) whom I
don't know.''
Only Backer
Kunkin displayed little
bitterness towards the staff that
left him, but he predicted, as
others have, that if O'Connell is
their only backer, they won't last
more than three months.
For their part, "Staff" editors
Brian Kirby and Michael Blake,
assured me it hasn't been easy
bolting the "Freep," though they
say they are encouraged by initial
'Sales and optimistic about the
future.
"We put out this product with
zero resource.s," said Blake,
pointing to copies of their first
two issues, "and none of us have
seen a paycheck since the last one
we got from Kunkin August 22."
Blake adds that Kunkin's threat
of a law suit kept the Freep's
printer from doing "The Staff"
and that Marvin Miller actually
threatened O'Connell with bodily
harm. Finally, he says, they were
able to reach a printer in
Richmond who was willing to
ignore "the threats of Miller's
henchmen" and print the paper.
lncorporate
Presently, "The Staff" is run by
a Board of Directors comprised of
two women and three men and
plans to incorporate communally
(which some outsiders regard as a
basic contradition) with all staff
members holding equal stock
percentages to avoid the sort of
labor problem& that have plagued
the "Free Press" since J'lbout
1966.
"The Staff," however, appears
to have a relatively healthy ~;tart
towards challenging the "Free
Press" with a paper that's
controlled by its workers, but the
old "Freep" definitely remains
alive, I<.unkin promising to
improve it and even planning to
take it national soon. And the
only thing all parties seem to
agree on is that the readers of Los
Angeles will have to decide which
paper will survive.
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for that. He makes up for the lack
of electronics by assaulting the ear
with an incredibly fast-moving,
overwhelmingly big city·:;peed
freak musical extravaganza which
beats the socks off of Jesus Christ
Superstar.
The opera begins wlth a musical
prelude, a Mothers oldie c!llled
''Little House I Used To Live In,"
which melts into "Mud Shark," an
erotic fanta&y expressed in pun
and hea1fY innuendo. "Wh~t Kiud
Little Angel&
Of Girl Do You 'l,'hink We Are" is
a dialog between ·~he :(tack Stars
and the Groupies about vnrious
perverse delii{es and the ability of i!lto a quasi-liturgical chant paying
muaicians. to bring sa~isfaction. homage to the "Latex Solar
Gradually, the discussion comes Beef." Then into an oldie, "Willie
around to "Bwana Dik" (no pun The Pimp," with Zappa doing an
intended), and then moves swiftly . excellent improvisation which is
continued on Side Two.
Following that musical interlude,
Act II begins with a discussion in
Arl>&ModM
the parking lot after the concert,
Rock Star to Groupie: "I'm a
lonely guy from out of town, ya
know, and I want some
action-what I'm talking about is I
want a ste!lming, ~;ucculent,
ever-widening, gooey, drippy,
runny kind of a hole .... How
by Charles Andrews
to an
3) Padilla's other objection waa
I'm. making a half· retreat on
to
my
last
patagraph,
which
said
my remarks in yesterday's "Spare
ineredibla end with an old Turtles
Change" column about Popular ''Last school year, we saw:, .. ,"
hit, "Happy Together." But the
Entertainment Committee. I stick then went on to list 10 of the best album doesn't end there. The last
&y .by contention that PEC ought, acts which performed in
10 minutes of it are solid music,
in their unique position locally as AlbuquerquA rluring. the last an excerpt from the encore.
a promoter, to be more concerned September • through • May period.
The Turtles are not the only
with bringing quality rock I intentionally said "school year"
because l thought it would be
concert~; for the University
audience thnn with booking unfair to mention concerts done
bubblegum groups whose names during the summer, which is out
are synonymous with packed of PEC's territory. However,
Padilla said it sounded to him like
houses.
I was saying last year's PEC
But •... 1) I made a huge error brought in all those acts, as
in pointing to the Quicksilver I compared to what this year's PEC
Ballin' Jack I Wat concert as being was doing. Not true, of course.
PEC's low "high point" of those My intention was to say that
concerts already performed and during that nine • month period
those announced for the rest of last year we saw many fine
the semester, It sounds impossible concerts, but that this year's
(even to me), but somehow ol' comparable period will b~e
Jesus Christ- Superstar slipped contrastingly dismal unless PEC
my mind. It was a fine show. So, fills in the void left by strictly
in my opinion, that gives PEC a commercial promoters. If others
record of one great concert, one took it the way Padilla did - hope
rather poor one, and two kiddie this straightens it out.
shows to look forward to (Three
I meant to give PopularDog Night ~nd the Guess Who). Entertainment Committee the
Which is still pretty poor, but not needle -but not the machete that
as dismal a picture as I a combination of human and
erroneously painted yesterday.
mechanical errors seemed to
.t.) PEC's publicity man Tim produce. I must add a kind word
Padilla pointed out to me that for Tim Padilla, who calmly
they may have more to offer even discussed what he felt was
this semester, that a schedule has incorrect or misleading, while
been announced only through agreeing I have the right to
November, that several criticisms I feel are just. It's not
possibilities are presently being often that writers hear
explored, and that several good disagreement in anything less than
things may happen next semester. enraged screams.
<
*
I told Padilla I gave them that
Thanks a lot, Tom Hogg. I
benefit 1>f the doubt by including
the phrase " •••so far this haven't got enough to do without
semester." Padilla said he never you and your Media Week. In case
read that in the column. Arter you haven't heard, next week,
checking what I wrote against Oct. 11-17 1 will be filled to
what was printed, I admitted he overflowing with programs,
was right; through a technical seminars, performances, etc. in
slipup, the line that should have the area of communication,
read "The Quicksilver I Ballin' dreamed up and put together by
Jack I War concert looks to be all Hogg, an assistant to Director of
they'll (PEC) have to be proud of, Activities Karen Abraham. It
this semester anyway - and it looks to be a week in which more
wasn't much to be proud of." , education might be absorbed
came out in the paper with a outside the classroom than in, but
period after the first "proud of." of course I'd never advocate elass
And, of course, Superstar should cutting. But do leave yourself
.have been the concert pointed to plenty of free time -lots of good
as the best, so far. Christ- how things going to happen. Watch
The Lobo for a daily schedule.
did I let that slip my mind?

"FILLMORE EAST, JUNE 1971"
The Mothers
(RepriseiMS-2042)
Hille we have the saga of
absurdly sordid, lust-driven rock
musicians and groupies with a
taste for ~he sexually bizarre. It is
a rock musician's fairy tale, It is
the unholy rock ()pera for our
times, It is the most delightfully
obscene record the Mothers have
produced yet, It is also their
funniest and most musical album
ever, And, the most amazing thing
is that it's their first live·album.
Y au might expect the Mothers
to be a bit dull on a live album,
without the benefit of studio
electronics to create the frenzy
which is their trademark. But no,
Zappa is too creative a musician

New Mexico Lobo

3The National Ballet of Korea:

Mothers Captured Live ...
Yes They Are Dirty Guys

Spare
Change
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ALBUQUERQUE
COMMUNITY CONCERTS
1971-1972 Series
Mortday, Oct. 11 .. carl Matthes, pianist
Friday, Nov. 5 .... The San Antonio Symphony
Tuesday, Jan. 18 .. Christine Walevska, cellist
Tuesday, Feb. 15 .. Mildred Miller, mezzo-soprano
Monday, March '6. The Stockholm University Chorus

Five Goncerts-$10.00 Adults, $5.00 Students
Limited Nutnber of Memberships Available

8:15P.M.
POPEJOY HALL
Wednesday, October 6, 1971

For Information
Phone 255-3474

Exotic oriental i$truments such as those pictured above will
provide music for The Little Angels, the Natiopal Folk Ballet of
Korea, which will appear this evening at 8;15 at Popejoy Hall.
Tickets are available at Popejoy Hall box office.
Alice Cooper, Roger Daltry,
Robett Plant, Three Dog Night,
Elton John, and Jimmy
Greenspan, to name a few. In
, j short, the Mothers make fun of
.~!' them all.
This album is for those who
take rock culture with a ton of
. salt. It's outrageous.
Michael Calvin
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Bodies

The body willing program of
the UNM School of Medicine,
department of anatomy has
· ; "~
been
resumed after a two-year
q. j
'•··
::',''.
.
suspension due to growth of the
one& the Mothers imitate. Though Medical School and donor forms
unmen.tioned by name, th11re are are now being accepted from
unmistakably recognizable Albuquerque area residents. For
imitations of the Doors and Cpirit, additional information contact
and numerous verb~lized the department of anatomy at the
mentions of the Vanilla Fudge, Medical School.
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Muskie's Statement Faces
Opposition From Black~s
WASHINGTON (UPI)- An
influential black Democrat told
Sen. Edmund Muskie Tuesday to
"remedy the harm" he did by
ruling out a black running mate or
face "severe and sustained" black
opposition to his presidential
hopes.
Hobart Taylor Jr.,. a
Washington attorney and member
of the Democratic National
Committee's Finance Council,
issued a statement warning Muskie
that black leaders are prepared to
fight his nomination "and if need
be . . . his election" unless the
Maine Democrat acts to rectify
the situation.
Taylor declined to identify the
"larg~ number of prominent black
Americans" he was speaking for
or to say whether they wanted
Muskie to recant his recent
statement that a black presidential
candidate was "unelectable."
Deplorable
While deplorable, Muslde told a
closed meeting with black leaders
in Los Angeles• that it was a
reg:ettable fact of political life
that a white candidate for
president could not win with a
black for his running mate,
Taylor said he had not spoken
to Muskie about the matter, but
had sent him a copy of the
statement he released Tuesday,
A former White House counsel
during the Kennedy and Johnson
administrations and former
director of the Export • Import
Bank, Taylor characterized the
leaders as 60 or 70 people ...
very much of the political and
economic leadership" of the
national black community. He
said there was no formal group
formed to oppose Muskie's still
unannounced candidacy for the

Model Abortion
Program
Immediate Help With No Delays

WICKERSHAM
WOMEN'S

MEDICAL
CENTER

Democratic presidential
nomination. B11t "we a):'e prepared
to organize."
Black Support
In his statement, Taylor
pointedly reminded Muskie that
the Democrats get overwhelming
black voter support and added:
"We expect those who receive the
benefit· to be prepared to bear
some of the risk and burden of
sustaining the legitimate
aspirations of this segment of
their support- even as they uo
for others."
"I must report that Sen, Muskie
can looK: forward to severe and
sustail;ted opposition to his
nomination and, if need be, to his
election, unless this group of
Americans is satisfied that he has
taken adequate "steps to remedy
the harm which has been done
and positive action to further the
advance of American blacks to
positions of the hig)lest public
authority on their merit," Taylor
said.
Nullify
He said "We will be watching
this situation attentively and will
be prepared to take whatever
action is necessary to demonstrate
that the time is forever past in
American politics when a
candidate can nullify the
legitimate aspirations and
ambitions of his fellow Americans
on the basis of color and still
receive their support at the polls."
Taylor noted that Muskie's
statement was made in California,
where voters last year elected a
black, Dr. Wilson Riles, "to the
very delicate post of
superintendent of public
instruction," and that "from his
own New England comes a black
Senator (Edward Brooke,
R-Mass.) elected from a state with
a negro population of 5 per cent."
Taylor also said "had John
Kennedy not disregarded such
advice 15 years ago, the myth of
Catholic ineligibility for the
presidency would not have been
shattered and he (Muskie) would
not now be ::criou:::ly conaiderecd
as a candidate for president."
"In short, this kind of
prediction may express public
opinion, but it also can form it,"
Taylor said.
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Attica Suit Ruling Today
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-Continuous Harassment Charged Since Riot

Photo by Lauderbaugh

Better Way

Unsurpassed safety record of
ln·patlcnt and out-patient abor·
tlons by Bonrd·ccrtlficd gynecologists and anesthesiologists.
Low costs of abortion proced·
ures:
Pregnancy
up to 10 wks., D & C, $150
up to 13 wks,. D & C, $250
14·24 weeks, Saline or
Mcchnnlcnl Induction, $400
Free services nvollable to abortion patients include psychln·
trio counseling, family planning
and birth control. No referral
needed. No referral fee or con·
trlbutlon solicited ever. Private.
Confidcn Hal.
For free information,
counseling and
Immediate appointments,

Seniors in Orthopedics Serving in Gallup Hospital
The department of orthopedics
at the UNM School of Medicine
has begun providing orthopedic
care for Hopi, Zuni, Navajo and
other lndains through the Gallup
Indian Medical Center.
.
Dale Butler, an ex-Navy
medical officer, is the first doctor
to go to the Gallup hospital under
the new program. Other senior
residents in orthopedics will
rotate, serving the Indians on a
three·month basis.
500,000
The last assigned orthopedic
officer with the Public Health
Service at the Gallup Indian
Hospital left in July leaving about
50,000 Indians withcn1t Rdequate
orthopedic care. However,
according to Dr. George Rakolta
of the medical school's
Department of Orthopedics this
does not mean that one man will
care for 50,000 Indians.
The Public Health Service can
care for the minor cases under Dr.
Butler's supervision, and Butler
himself has a medical officer from
the Public Health Service helping
him. The Indians also have a
constant emergency fly·in service

DIRECT SERVICE LlNE
TO MEOICAL CENTER

·(212) PLaza 5·6805
Call 8 AM to II PM
Mondays through Saturdays
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PE-201 0 4-speed automatic turntable
one lever command control
automatic record ~canner
stylus protection system
record repeat mechanism
Sansui Solid State AU555A
85 watts Amp.
20 to 40,000 Hz, 60d8
less than .I % distortion
EMf-Zodiacs 207
2-way Speakers, 50 watts
25 Hz to 20,000 Hz
10" high, heavy magnet
long throw woofer ·
specially treated cloth

reg. $399.80

Rod Finley has apparently found a better way to get around the
UNM campus. Unicycling takes a little longer to learn but it has
IllOre advantages. It beats walking and it keeps your bands free for
book carrying.
•

M ed. Students Doctoring Indians

133 East 58th Sttcct, New York

A COMMUNITY ABORTION
SERVICE AFFJUATED WITH
A MAJOR
METROPOLITAN HOSPI1'AL
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Special $329.00

so severe and complex cases and barrier, there is a great cultural
any that the hospital there are barrier, and the Indians tend to
unable to handle can be flown to mistrust what they don't
understand. Dr. Rakolta doesn't
BCMC.
Furthermore, Butler himself is feel the white doctors should tell
being helped and supervised by the Indians what to do but
Dr. Rakolta and Dr. George Orner, "whould use them to their (the
Jr, chair man of t be UNM Indians') own betterment."
An example of this is the desire
Department of Orthopedics. He is
an internationally known hand .of the orthopedists to erase the
surgeon who came here from San major problem of congenital
Antonio where he was chief of the dislocated hip. This condition is
Brooke Army Medical Center caused hereditarily and by the
QrthoJ?edic service and the Army swathing boards the mothers use
to carry their babies on their
Hand Surgery Center.
backs. It is readily treated, but
Indian Betterment
Dr. Rakolta expressed the fact not easily recognized until later in
that "communication is a the person's life when it is more
tremendous barrier" in medical difficult to treat.
AJ; a result, the doctors have
care for the Indians and that
although moe and more members managed to have some of the
of ethnic group!! are entering the swathing boards changed to allow
medical profess!on, Indians are movements of the hips. They
hope in time to get the Indians to
not.
Aside from the language change all of them.

about 25 "h&rd core" agitators beforehand and are given warnings
aided by another 200·300 inmates required fox criminal suspects.
led the riot that ended Sept. 13
An accompanying letter, signed
with 42 persons, including 10 by Phylis Skloot BambergeJ: of the
prisons employes, dead,
New York Legal Aid Society,
-A group of inmates, throt1gh sought an immediate hearing or a
counsel, asked the U.S. Supreme promise the state would desist
Court to bar state officials from until the application was decided.
questioning them about tlie
Eve testified he and a group of
uprising unless they receive legal legislators toured the prison on
aid.
Sept. 13, shortly after police
In a banner story, the News regained control of the facility,
said four inmates, black and The tour was led by Deputy State
white, took part in a secret Correction Commissioner Walter
interview inside Ute prison gatos. Dunbar, he said,
The News said the convicts
Slashed
believed about 200·300 prisoners
Eve said lawmakers were led to
led the revolt. "The people the "Time Square" section of the
responsible (for the rioting) were prison, and "Dunbar went into a
agitators," on~;> inmate told the description of how hostages had
newspaper.
their throats slashed and how an
Marshall
officer Smith was castrated and
The application by the inmates had his organs stuffed into his
to the U.S. Supreme Court went mouth."
to Justice Th11rgood Marshall,
Eve said he saw four inmates,
who administers the 2nd U.S. fully clothed, laying face down in
Circ11it which incl11des New York. a cellblock yard. "Dunbar' said
Marshall could refer the Attica these are four guys we believe
matter to the full court.
committed murder," Eve testified.
Marshall was requested to
"I recognized one of the
instruct the circuit court to stop inmates a L.D. Barkley. There is·
the questioning unless inmates no doubt in my mind that the
have an attorney present or are man I saw was Barkley," Eve said.
allowed to consult one "Dunbartoldusallfourmenwere

VAT !CAN CITY (UPI)- A
French priest told Roman
Catholic cardinals and bishops
Tuesday that some of the church's
most talented men were
abandoning the priesthood
because of their "sufferings and
difficulties."
The Rev. Jean Canivez
discussed the problems of the
clergy in the last general session of
the 3rd International Synod of
Bishops. The prelates were going
into committee level meetings to
deal with such problems of the
priesthood as celibacy and the
right to engage in politics.
Canivez, superior of the Secular
Institute of Sacred Heart Priests,
appealed to the synod delegates
not to ignore the anxieties and
practical problems of priests

(@unrtrra
SCHLITZ
3.84 case

.96 6·pk

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.
905 Yale SE

today.
He said that priests
abandoning the priesthood
included some of the church's
IllOSt talented men- "those who
try hardest to come to terms with
the world today."
"They fear that no account will
be taken of their life and
difficulties, and that they will be
left to suffer with the conviction
that Rome is too far away to
listen to them," Canivez said.
Canivez was one of five
speakers at the last general
session, now giving way to 12
committees set up along language
lines spoken by delegates- Latin,
English, French, German, Italian
and Spanish and Portug11ese.
Pope Paul VI, reported
suffering from a slight cold
Monday, again missed the general
assembly. Vatican spokesmen said
his condition did not cause
concern.
Canivez said many priests
feared the synod's final
documents on the priesthood, one
of two subjects on the agenda,
would center oh "scholastic and
pre·established theology and with
Jaws made for other times."
"They . (the priests) fear the
Church will be like a grand dame
who has a reply for all, when what
they really want is for it to be
close to men in their search for a
solution to the problems of
today," he said.

still alive.''
St&te correction denartment
officials listed Barkley among the
42 persons killed during or as the
result of the Sept. 9·13 revolt.
Eve said while on the tour the
group was shown an inmate
identified as Frank "Big Frank"
Smith, laying on his back, alive,
on a table with a football resting
under his chin. "Dunbar said there
is the man that did that awful
thing to Officer Smith," Eve
stated.
No Evidence
A spokesman for the State
Correction Department 'in Albany
said, however, the state had "no
evidence of anyone being
castrated."
The spokesman said Officer
Michael Smith was in serious
condition in a :Batavia, N.Y.,
hospital suffering· from a serious
abdominal wo11nd. "He was shot
low in the groin," the spokesman
added.
Eve testified Dunbar also told
him of a hostage who had been
buried for two days with his
throat slashed. Autopsies later
revealed all nine hostages who
died during the assault died from
gunshot wo11nds.

StUGGL PROBLflfS ? PARENT TI«JUBL~? BROKEN HEARTiD 1
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Professor Martin Ridge will
speak about "Writing for
Scholarly Journals" in room 101
of the Education Building
Tuesday, Oct. 12, at 8:15 p.m.
This should be a talk of particular
interest to graduate students.

II

THERE IS A BETTER WAY!
FIND OUT YOURSELF ATTEND A FREE MINI-LESSON IN THE SUB

Five Years In Albuquerque, over

-

3000

Graduates

TODAY
October 6
4:30 p.m. & 7:00 p.m.
S.U.B. Room 231 C
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AGORA

NEW MEXICO LOBO
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History Students

Are You
Still Heading
the
Fashioned
Way of
2so·wpm
With Poor
Concentration?

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
301 San Pedro D_rive NE
Ph. l65-67'GI
EVANS LEARNING CENTER

FINb

Earlier, Curtin permitted
plail')tiffs to make two
amendments to the origirtal' suit.
The first amendment asked the
court to appoint federal monitors
to protect inmates at Attica.
The second sought to enjoin
Deputy State Attorney General
Robert E. Fischer from further
investigation and possible
prosecution of either suspected
inmates or correction officers.
The amendment maintained his
investigation should deal with·
only one ~>ide of the rebellion.
Six Attica inmates testified
during the hearings and five of
them told of alleged harassment
and threats on their lives from
correction officers and state
police after the assault. A sixth
inmate told of the destruction of
inmates personal belongings after
the police attack. •

Watch for FREE SCHOLARSHIP DRAWING at the end of the registration line

Celibacy, Political Rules
Drive Clergy From Cloth

Package Liquor
101 Cornell SE
Near UNM
5003 Menaul Nf
268-4227

BUFFALO, N.Y. (UPI)-A
hearing on a suit alleging Attica
Prison guards have harassed and
threatened convicts since the close
of the bloody rebellion ended
Tuesday with the judge promising
a ruling by Wednesday,
After hearing brief testimony
from State Assemblyman Arthur
0. Eve and making several minor
rulings in the case, U.S. District
Judge John T. Curtin adjourned
the hearing and said his decision
would be delivered Wednesday at
2 p.m. (EDT).
The s11it seeks a ruling byCurtin
blocking harassment of prisoners
by guards, the appointment of
federal monitors to observe the
treatment of inmates 24. hours a
day, an order barring pri!lon
officials from destroying the
personnel effects of inmates and
an order barring further
investigation of the uprising unless
legal counsel is available to
inmates at the time they are
questioned,
'Hard Core'
In other developments
involving Attica:
-The Buffalo Evening News
reported four inmates alleged
during secret interviews that
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UP/ Diagnoses Newspaper Ills
their own helicopters by Star Bulletin or the Honolulu
newspapers to cover the Advertiser, but the prllSS in
Indochina war, and to. changing general,"
Among the ideas presented by
Washington datelines to read ''The
Pentagon" or "The State the ()ditors w()re proposals for
Department" instead of merely dllpartmllntalizing. national news,
Washington, to clarify theorigins elimination of indiscriminatory
labeling and inclusion, whatev()r
of the stories,
possible, of the motivation factor
Listen More
in
stories.
"Perhaps," suggested Ms.
"The public wants the
McDonald, "in order to bring us_,.motivation
for an action included
your readers - closer togetl)er,
.
you could listen to us more, Did wherever possible," she said.
Nor did Ms. McDonald think it
you ever invite a reader to speak
in your newsroom? Could you ask was necessary to include the texts
a youth, or a woman, to write an of major speeches, presidential
editorial or make up your front announcements and Supreme
pages occasionally? Their handling Court decisions,
"What we would like to getof news might be quite useful,"
Ms. McDonald estimated that and can't," she said, "are good
50 per cent of the Americans get summaries of the various
1 'what
we know from the presidential commission reports.
These reports are fact · filled newspaper exclusively."
"And frankly, ·we readers are excellent sources of information,
nobody's dream, We scan ... We tlfid they're totally unavailable in
read und we run . . . We read any form for months after they're
selectively those items that issued, The summary is usually
reinformce our prejudices, A con t11ined in the report paper that has taken a thousand published it for your readers."
Executives
man hours to produce we can
Four UPI executives, Managing
finish in 10 minutes."
Ms. McDonald used Editor H.L. Stevanson,
information gathered by her own Communications General Manager
survey of newspaper readers to James F. Darr, Washington News
examine the public gripes about Editor Grant Dillman and Foreign
Editor Wilbur G. Landrey
their newspapers.
participated in the panel
Talked
"We simply talked with people, discussion of "The UPI and your
singly and in groups," she said, newspaper."
Stevenson told the editors that
"and got them going on the
UPI has done more than deliver a
subject of newspap()rs ... not the
recitation of the facts.
"We added considerable
dimensions with stories about the
people involved - and people are
at the heart of them all. We
attempted to explain why things
had happened. We offered team
reports, analytical pieces, first
person stories, profiles,
investigative reports, summaries
Looking for an automobile but
and commentaries."
Stevenson pointed out that, in
don't like the pushy tactics?
Look up UNM studenr RICK effect, UP! is delivering two news
reports.
THOM on campus or at our
"We have insisted on accurate
place. He can help you locate
reporting and good writing from
our staffs. We have insisted that
a car that is fCJvorable to your
our reporters be prepared to
needs. He's one of yours and
explain why things happened as
one of ours!
well as what happened,"
Stevenson said. "Whether you call
it in depth or background or
interpretive, we are highly
encouraged by the acceptance and
..."'l"·llll
display you have given our
=,---------~--""""
__,.__..,..eiafforts."

one of yours is one of ours ...

LLOYD McKEE

Ka1n1e1~t Pancholy and K. G. Babu

D'ifferent Cultures Mingle
During Festival of Lights
·By JANET-BLO.OM
Plans to celebrate Diwali, the
Festival of Lights, as an
international night Oct, .23 in the
Newman Center are being made
b y t h e I n d o - A m e r i c. u n
Association.
Diwali commemorates the
victory of the Lord Rama over the
demon king Ravon ·about 2500
B.C., a victory of good over evil,
and the ensuing peace. Rama the
WISe is said to have ruled 16,000
years,
Ranjeet Pancholy, president of
the group said the affair will
feature Indian folk dances and
delicacies us well as entertainment
by other international and
American groups. All groups are
expected to wear their native
costumes.
"The Indo . American
Association was founded in 1965
to promo~e _c.uHural exchange·
between Indian students and
American and other international
students," said Pancholy.
K.G. Babu, association
secretary added," and to provide a
society where Indian and other
in ternutional students can
intermingle socially with
Ameri'cans."
There has been one problem,

they expl~ined. The group is not
funded by ASUNM and so the
limitedmoneyforallactivitieshas
bad to come from dues. Pancholy,
who is working toward a
doctorate in electrical engineering,
said the group is trying to get
some funds through the
International Center of ASUNM.
"Anyone in the community
interested in minglir1g socially
with foreign students is welcome
to join," Pancholy said, "Our dues
are $2 a semester for individ11als
and $3 for families."

As an example of the kind of
family activities the group has,
Babu, who is a senior in chemical
engineering, mentioned a picnic
Oct. 2 at the July Fourth picnic
grounds in the Manzanos. It was
attended by about 35 people who
played cricket, horseshoes, and
wlleyball and ate Indian dishes.
Pancholy said the group is
working on a project to show
Indian movies of an entertaining
social type withEnglishsub·titles.
The first is planned for Nov. 13 in
Keller Hall. He said the price has
not been determined yet. The
series will be chosen to give an
idea of whut living in India is like,
he said.

Firearms Barred in Wilmington
Whites Fire on Police, Blacks
WILMINGTON, N.C (UPI)Public possession of firearms was
barred Tuesday in this port city
beset by sniper fire against police
in bluck neighborhoods and rallies
by armed whites.
The city's mayor and the
chairman of the New Hanover
County Commissioners declared a
state of emergency in a
proclamation read without
comment to newsmen.
The proclamation said
beginning ut 5 p.m. Tuesday and
continuinl! throul!h 5 p.m.

Sund~y, Oct. "lU, all persons "shall
refrain from transporting or
possessing off his own premises
any dangerous weapon• or
substances in areas within the city
or county."

Mayor B.D. Swartz and
Commission Chairman Meares
Harris acted after the Chief of
Po lice warned that efforts to
maintain law and order in the city
were being undermined by armed
whites holding rallies and
following patrol cars.
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SAIGON ( UPI)- President
Nguyen Van Thieu'a political
opponents planned legal moves
Tuesday to keep the re-elected
South Vietname$e leader from
holding the four - year office he
won by a nearly 95 per cent
landslide,
North Vietnam, in its first
comment on Sunday's election,
said it made the United States the
"laughing stock of the world" for
keeping in power "an incapable
henchman who is not recognized
by anybody and is opposed by the
entire people."
The nine • member Sputh
Vietnamese Supreme Court must
validate the · election results by
Oct. 25.
But representatives of an
''anti-dictatorship'' ,group backed
by Vice President Nguyen Cao Ky
announced it would file a
taxpayer's suit asking that the
returns be invalidated.

Plans
Plans are being made, however,
for Thieu's inaugural ceremonies.
It was rumored in Saigon that
President Nixon would designate
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew as
his representative ut the inaugural,
but it was not confirmed by the
American Embassy.
Thieu, unopposed in his
election to a second four-year
term, received 94.3 per cent or
5.9 million votes. There are 7.1
million registered voters in South
Vietnam. Preliminary returns had
showed a 91.5 per cent landslide
for Thieu,
State Department Press
Spokesman Charles Bray, asked to
comment on the results in
Washington, said "I suppose I
have t(! say we are pleased so

many people voted despite efforts,
to disrupt the election."
The embassy said it would
stand on Bray's statement.
Combined
. There was a strong possibility
that the inaugural would be
combined with National Day
ceremonies Nov. 1. There also
were reports that National Day
!'!laY be moiled up a few days for
Thieu's inauguration.
In Bangkok, Prime Minister
Thanoni Kittikachorn s11id "We
can see from the (election) results
that the Vietnamese people still
want President Thieu." 1'hieu had
threatened to resign if he did not
get 50 per cent of the vote.
But the official Hanoi daily
Nhan Dan said in a commentary
which was broadcast and
monitored in Tokyo that "after
the dust has settled, it is still the
same strawman standing alone
with his tattered clothes in the
more and more violent thunder of
popular anger."
''Understandably enough,
Nixon was anything but happy
\'loith the one-man race in Saigon.
Neo-colonialism, as a rule, wants
to present its henchmen with a
national independence brand,"
said the commentary.
'¥esman
"The Vletnamization policY of
the Nixon Doctrine all the more
needs a yesman with some
p:estige of his own and an attire
of constitutionality, legality and
democracy," it added. "This is
what Nixon badly needs to hawk
his merchandise to American
voters in the 1972 presidential
election in the United States."
Thieu's original election
opponents, Ky and Gen. duo"'g
Van,
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Kissinger 'Returning' to Peking
· To Arrange Final Date for Nixon's '72 Visjt
WASHINGTON (UPI)- White
House Adviser Henry A. Kissinger
announced Tuesday he will return
to Peking late this month to ·~zero
in on a date" for President
Nixon's visit next year, confident
that current political turbulence
in China will not disrupt the trip.
Kissinger, who made a highly
secret flight from Pakistan to
Peking last July to arrange the
visit, told newRmen he hoped to
leave as soon as possible after Oct.
15, spend a maximum of four
days conferring with Chinese
leaders, and have a fixed date
ready for public announcement
soon after his return.
Kissinger said he would fly to
Peking a board a presidential
jetliner via Hawaii and would be
accompanied by about 10 White
House and state department
officials and secret service agents.
No Newsmen
No newsmen will be allowed to
make the trip, but Kissinger said a
member of White House Press
Secretary Ronald Ziegler's staff
will go to make prelirninary
arrangements for press coverage of
Nixon's visit. OfficiaUy, the date
will be sometime bef<_;~re next May

1.
A simultaneous announcement
of Kissinger's .trip was made in
Peking., The one· . paragraph
statement broadcast by Radio
Peking and the New China News
Agency said Kissinger "will visit
Peking in the latter part of
October for talks with the Chinese·
government to make concrete
arrangements for President
Nixon's visit to China."
Kissinger said he would meet

ag~!l

with Premier Chou En•I..ai,
but had no idea who else he
would see, or wliether he might
travel outside Peking this time,
No Evidence
There is no evidence the
Cninese have changed their minds
about Nixon's trip, he said, On
the contrary, "We have a great
deal of evidence that the
preparations on the side of the
Peoples Republic of China have
gone forward seriously and , ..
carefully," .he said.
•
Kissinger said there was
"nothing unusual or unforeseen
that has pro.quced this
announcement."
·
But in contrast to the strict
secrecy that shrouded his first
mission to Peking, Kissinger's
openness about his plans this time
seemed intended to head off
speculation that widely circulated
reports of political upheavals in
China might jeopardize Nixon's
plans.
"We have not raised the issue
with the Peoples Republic of
China," said Kissinger, who is
Nixon's national security affairs
adviser. "They have not
volunteered any information, but
their performance has made
perfectly clear that if anything is
happening, it is not related to the
visit, because our communications
have been unchanged.
Relations
Despite lack of diplomatic
relations, the two countries are in
regular, "direct contact,"
Kissinger said. "These contacts
have continued l'lithout
interruption throughout this
period and without any reduction

i n e i t h e r h e g u e n cy o r
seriousness," he said.
Kissinger conceded, however,
that "we do not have any reliable
information except for the fa.cts
that are generally known about
what is going on in the. Peoples
Republic of China."
Neither Mao Tse-tung- nor his
defense minister, and designated
successor, Lin Piao, appeared at
National Day ceremonies in
Peking Oct. 1, for the first time in
many years, and the traditional
parade was cancelled.
This,. pius· the grounding of all
plane flights in China in
mid-September, led to speculation
of a power shakeup in Pekin'{.
There l;lave been reports that Lin
'Piao is gravely ill and that..-Liu
Shao·Chi, a Mao foe who was
disposed as chief of state durinl)i
the cultural revolution, had fled.
tO·the Soviet Union.
Kissinger said "We wotild Hot
presume to ask the Peoples
Republic of China to explain to us
what presumed internal
developments in Pe)dng would do
~ common plans." However, he
said, the two countries' decision
to improve relations "are not
going to be lightly reversed on
either side.''
He said his party would include
John Holdridge and Winston Lord
·of his national security council
staff, who accompanied him to
Peking last summer; AI Jenkins of
the state department bureau of
East Asian affairs, White House
Advance Man Dwight Chapin, the
Ziegler staff member, a White
House communications ex~;~ert,
arid secret service agents.
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Hijacker's Father.Accuses
FBI of Forcing 'Shoot-Out'
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (UPI)The father of a young woman
kidnaped and murdered Monday
during an attempted hijacking
accused the FBI Tuesday of
making a "gross error" in
disabling the plane to prevent a
ilight to the Bahamas.
George Mallory Giffe Jr. killed
his estranged wife, Susan Lakich
Giffe, and a charter plane pilot,
Btent Q. Downs, after agents shot
out the tires and one engine on
the small plane on an isolated
airport runway.
"I think the FBI made a gross
error," said (Ret.) Army Major
Joseph S. Lakich at his Nashville
home. "I know George did not
intend to kill her unless caged and
cornered.
"He saw the FBI had him
cornered," Lakich continued.
"There was no way of escaping,
So he decided to take everybody
with him."
Lakich was ·joined in his
criticism of the FBI action by
Mack Brothers Jr., operator of' a
small charter airline in Nashville
and owner of the hijacked plane.
"If it had not been for the fact
that the FBI took matters in their
own hands, the pilot probably
would be alive," Brothers charged.
Special Agent W. M. Alexander
said Tuesday he would have "no
further comment" on the
hijacking.
A federal law enforcement
source told UPI, however, that a
"complete scrutiny of what

transpired and what went wrong"
would be made. The source said
there are "set procedures which
are followed in these cases to
protect innocent lives."
Brothers said the FBI tried to
"bluff" Giffe, a hulking real estate
operator and self - styled warlock,
and the attempt failed.
"The airpla~e captain, not the
FBI, had the right to make the
decision in hijacking because he
was there and had first-hand
knowledge of the condition of the
hijacker," said Brothers.
Brothers said the plane's
co-pilot, Randall G. Crump, 32,
left the plane "to beg authozities
to give him fuel and tell them how
desperate he (Giffe) was. He knew
the hijacker would kill them alland he did."
Crump was followed off the
plane a few minutes later by
Giffe's accomplice, Bobby Wayne
Wallace, 42, of Nashville, the FBI
said. Wallace was later charged
with kidnaping on a federal
warrant and with murder on a
state warrant. He is being held
without bond.
FBI Agent Jim O'Connor said
after Wallace left the plane, "A
decision was made to disable the
aircraft." After agents shot out
the engine and tires, gunfire was
heard inside the plane.
Downs, 29, was shot twice as
he sat in the pilot's chair. Ms.
Giffe, 26, was shot twice in the
chest and Giffe, 35, shot himself
in the head. agents said.
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Legal Moves P Zan to Keep
T hieu Out of Office

Reader Charges 'Informational Malnutrition'
HONOLULU (UPI)- A
newspaper reader said Tuesday
thll American press is the cause of
"informational malnutrition." She
diagnosed the symptoms and
prescribed some cures to the
delegates attending the 12th
annual UPI conference of editors
and publishers (EDICON).
Mrs. Louise McDonald,
housewife and Publications Editor
at the University of Hawaii, told
the 350 assembled editors and
their wives that their readers. are
troubled by what she called a
"fragmentation of news." In
addition, Ms. McDonald found
that readers were complaining of a
lack of background information,
(a need for opposing viewpoints
and more "why" in their stories.
Gathering Agency
"The press is nothing more or
less than the intelligence gathering
agency of a democracy, but too
often you forget that your readers
are not as steeped in information
us you are," she said. "You count
on th() reader to remember too
much. You mus not forget that
your readers have short memories
and, unlike reporters, no clipping
library to refer to."
The former Oregon weekly
editor- who admits she got into
trouble several times for plain
speaking listed several
suggestions for improving
newspapers from a reader's point
of view.
These included the purchase of
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famous international dishes
'·.

(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch 11:3o·2:30 dinner 5:3o·g:3o
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4'3 Romero St.·N.W.
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Aggies Led by James, Pisarcil<

This is a Spo•·ts Colunan

NMSU Always Tough For Lobo Contest

Bll M.ar/t, Sa11cl•ez

University Boys vs Farmers
U;>ng before UNM became a
state, the "University Boys" and
the "Farmers" have been trying to
decide who has the best football
team in the state.
Since the first game back in
1893 a lot of games have gone by
the boards. Tho University Boyl!
changed their nickname to Lobos
and the Farmers changed their
nickname to Aggies and the 62nd
game in tho long Gories will be
played here Saturday night when
UNM hosts New Mexico State
University. Kickoff is scheduled
for 7:30 p.m. at University
Stadium with a crowd in the
neighborhood of 25,000 expected
to be on hand.
New Mexico holds a 35·22·1
edge in the series with the Lobos
winning the last two games after
losing four in a row. A pass
interception run back for a score
gave the Lobos a 24·17 win here
last season.
The Lobos picked up their
second win of the season Friday
night by slamming the door on
Brigham Young University 14·0,
the first shutout by UNM since
the final game of the 1964 season
when the Lobos dropped Hawaii
2·0. The win gave UNM a 2·1
record with the other win over

Repair & Maintenance
on all foreign cars

t

'Joreign Car Specialists
833 Wyoming Blvd. :-IE

'Thxas Tech 13·10 and a loss to
Iowa State 44·20,
State, which has its best team
since the 7·2·1 Aggies of 1967,
lost a close one to Southern
Methodist 28·25 Saturday in
Dallas to come into Albuquerque
with a 2·2 tecord, Coach Jim
Wood's Aggies have defeated
Drake 7·3 and North Texas State
10·0 with a 34·0 loss to Utah
State in between,
The Lobo offense will be
directed by senior quarterback
Herman Fredenberg, a native of
Window Rock, Ariz., was named
the Defensive lineman of the
Week in the nation by SPORTS
ILLUSTRATED.
Rocky Long and Fredenberg
have earned the distinction of
being named the WAC Offensive
and Defensive linemen of the
Week for their superior-efforts in
the win over BYU.
It is only the second time in
WAC history players from the
same school receive the honors in
the same week. Fred Henry and
Sam Scarber from UNM were
named Co-offensive Backs of the
Week in 1969.
Rocky Long who was named the
Offensive Player of the Week in
the WAC after his performance
against BYU. Against the Cougars
he ran the Wishbone option like a
riverboat gambler with 110 yards
rushing on 11 trips and 115 yards
in the air. He completed nine of
12 passing attempts including
three for tbrp<> in the second half.
Although the Lobos are not a
passing team, IA>ng had now
connected on .553 of his attempts
with a 21 of 38 mark and 238
yards.
The Lobos also had the WAC
D ~ · PI
f th W k ft

the BYU contest with senior
linebacker Herman Fredenberg
taking the honor. Fredenberg
came up with two interceptions
that started both UNM scoring
drives and was credited with six
unassisted tackles, 10 assists and
threw the passer for losses twice.
Feldman is not expected to
change his offensive alignment
with Long at quarterback, Fred
Henry and Nate McCall at the
halfback slots and Rich Diller at
fullback, Henry has a wide margin
in the !A>bo rushing race with 314
net yards rushing. He is averaging
5.2 yards a carry and leads in
scoring with four TDs - two in
the game with BYU.
Several shifts in the defense
made for the BYU game will hold
against the Aggies. Hobbs senor
Don Silver will start at left tackle
ahead of senior Rob Winter with
junior Larry Dibbles at right
tackle ahead of George Oakes,
Winter, a starter in every game
since his sophomore year, has
been hampered by a leg injury and
will see but limited action.
"New Mexico State is a better
team than we have faced in the
past and has greater offensive
balance than any Aggie team we
have faced in my four years," said
Feldman. "We all know what a
great runner Ron "Po" James is,
well now State has added a fine
college quarterback in Joe
Pisarcik," added the Lobo coach.
Pisarcik set a NMSU record last
week against SMU when ho
completed 22 of 35 pass attempts
while his teammate Skip
Stephenson got his name in the
l'CCord book with 10 catches,
James, who had 98 yards
rushing against the Lobos last
season, picked up 111 yards last
week to J'ump him to second place
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La Luz Trail A Nice Walk
By BRIAN TAFOYA
To the enthusiastic sports
minded person, any type of
physical exercise is the ultimate in
achieving a sound mind and body.
This philosophy is not as new
as it sounds. The ancient Greeks
were the first to strive for a
healthy mind and body through
athletics. Thus the first Olympic
games.
Not to be surpassed by the
physical feats of the Greek
civilization, the Romans invented
a spectacle to satisfy the first
athletic fans and health
advocates-the games in the
Co I osseum and the Circus
Maximus. Racing chariots,
sacrificing Christians and dueling
between gladiators was seen by
the Roman populous.
Not to belittle the two past
civilizations, this writer has found
still another form of physical
exertion. The La Luz trail.
Anyone with an ove'rnbundance
of energy and a pair of tennis shoe
is ready for an afternoon of sheer
delight in the scenic Sandia
Mountains.
The experienced hiker and
inexperienced
alike will
be
oblivious as tohiker
the length
of the
ttail, as are the Forrest Rangers.
The hiking enthusiast will marvel
at the beauty of the trail, that is
once he finds it. But once on the
trail, it's full steam ahead.
Being the well prepared hiker is
to remember the old Boy Scout
saying: Be prepared! Needless to
say, this slogan is especially valid
when you remember that you
didn't remember to bring any
water and that the closest water is
eight miles up to the summit or

t

eight miles back to the dorm.
Wondering where the
captivating beauty is that you had
heard so much about, you cross
through the lower trails of a dry
desert mountain region.
When thinking of stopping and
going back down, you suddenly
realize that the scenery has
changed and that there are small
patc~es of shade al,ong the trail.
D1stance markers are placed
along the trail to show the hiker
how far he has traveled.
Approximllt~Jy half way up the
trail one finds that he is 41.4
markers away from the summit.
Only the Abominable Snowman
and Smokey the Bear know where
the other three·quarters of the
trail marker is.
However, after 21h hours of
steady walking, the foiliagc
thickens and the summit once
again enters your mind as the
main goal of your hiking. The
scenic beauty of the La Luz trail
will I eave the hiker with an
overwhelming feeling of smallness
as he winds along the dusty trail
toward the sparkling pinpoints of
the television towers.
Nearing the top, which is
thought to be within hailing
distance, people begin to pass
you, only they are smart enough
to be going in the opposite
direction.
After admiring the scenery and
catching your breath, you find
that the end of the trail is in sight.
Climbing onto the summit you get
the feeling of great
accomplishment which is only
clouded over by the realization
that now you have to fi'ld your
way down.

\.

By MARK SANCHEZ
For those of you who missed
Ms. Frankie McCarty's story in
the Sunday Journal, "Report
Looks Frankly at Athletics" it
was one of the most frank and
candid ob~ervations made on
college athletics in a long time.
The fact that it was made by a
departing University ·chairman
l~Jnds some credibility to the
otherwise sacrosanct areaknown as inter-collegiate sports.
The . Report is autbor.ed by
Ralph Carlisle Smith. He is the
outgoing interim president of New
Mexico Highlands University. In
his report Smith had a special
.section, which McCarty based her
story on dealing specifically with
college athletics.
Smith states in his report
among other things, "To join a
major conference, it is necessary
that ·there be a large arena or
stadium to permit a big gate; that
there be a winning team lo attract
the paying spectators; that there
be a leading coach to attract the
good players; that there be
subsidy of the players to bring
them to and keep them at the
school; and nbt the least, that
there, be a basic guaranteed
income (student fee) to hold the
program together because it
would not be successful solely as a
commercial operation, especially
through those inevitable years of
losing seasons."
The main tenure of the report
.d!tlllLwith ,cgllegiate sports and
their affinity for big time money
making attractions. And the fact
that though the sports should be
on an amateur basis for the
students, they are not. He points
this out in the report by stating,
"The strongest enthusiasts for
intercollegiate athleties are
outside the immediate university
family. ·
"Legislators know that a
successful team brings publicity to
the state and visitors to the cities
of home teams. Local
businessmen see visitors in the
motels, restaurants and stores
when the team plays at home. Of
course, professional teams
couldn't make it, but a subsidized
collegiate program can."
Smith's Report suggests the
return of college athletics back to
an amateur status. This he offers
as an alternative to hiring "an
athlete to compete for a
university while he prepares for a
fully professional career."

* * *

Women are mcluded in Smith's
Report as having been neglected.
He states "women should be
permitted to take a greater part in
the overall college athletic
program. His solution is that
students should support women's
athletic programs as well as men's,
The report takes a pot shot at
nearly everything in the present
athletic system. The need to
distribute athletic scholarships
based on need, not talent; limit
the number of grants · in • aid for
football and basketball.
McCarty's story for the Journal
was a good one, but it may have
missed the impact it was capable
of by not showing up on the
sports page.

* * *

If you missed the McCarty
article, and prefer to spend your
reading time browsing through the
porno at University Drug Store,
you would be doing pretty good
to pick up a copy of this month's
"Psychology Today."
The magazine is a stunningly
attractive publication, which no
one buys unless they are venting
some sort of super • intellectual
ego trip on the cashier. But the
October issue is well worth
picking up if only for the article I
picked it up for. It is entitled,

l
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266-0550

7:00 a.m.-midnight

Across from Johnson

Gymt

NEW :MEXICO LOnO

9:00 AM-7:00 PM
Prescriptions filled
Song lasses
Repair Service
Skilled Frame

''SPORT: If You Want to Build
Character Try Something Else"
and is accompanied by a
companion feature, "Women Sit
in the Back of the Bus."
,
The articles are done by three
researchers and are especially
interesting because they just
about do away with everything
about sports you thought ·were
redeeming qualities.
The article also lets it out front
on ti;Je l,lasic character of most
jocks. They art> organized, have
set goals, respect authority, are
dominant and set realistic goals
for achievement for themselves
and others.
Coaches are described at length
in the magazine article and an
interesting insight into the mind
of a college coach is so different
than most athletically oriented
minds. For example, why do
coaches hold to -the~theory of
"winning isn't everything - it's
everything" philosophy.
Why coaches come down on
long hair, in some cases, is
expecially interesting. The article
says he sees the hair as an
authority question, not political
or social. While the jock sees it "as
a peripheral . frivolous issue
compared with his own struggle to
find identity in the hair styles of
his peers."
What the article ends up saying
is that the emphasis on winning at
any cost is on the way out and
emphasis on character and
changes in psychology will have to
made if what is now being called
the impending revolution in
athletics is to be beaten.
It may not be 100 percent
correct, but it offers a different
approach to the idea of athletics.
It examines the athletic
phenomena in a different way
offering a couple of different
ideas not a call down on sports for
the hell of it.
Again, though, this article will
probably not be read by the ones
who need it most. About 100
copies should be sent. over to the
Athletic complex. As part of the
Human Race they deserve to be
scrutinized.

* * *

Getting back to the local sports
scene, the Lobos play New
Mexico State this weekend. I fully
expect it to be a good game
because the annual clash of
intra·state rivals produces all sorts
of hidden animosity between the
two schools.
It's usually a pretty good game.
This year NMSU is pushing their
usual crop of all·Ametican
candidates like Ron (Po) James
and defensive Tackle Joey
Jackson.
The nice thing about James is
that he will probably break the
NCAA all time rushing mark in
the next couple of games. James is
an exceptional runner and is now
fourth on the all time rushing list
behind former NMSU great James
{Preacher) Pilot, Mercury Morris
and Steve Owens.
It will be Albuquerque fans'
last chance to see the running ace
and they will have the
opportunity to see the all time
career rusher. His record will
probably last quite a long time.
He will have set the mark in four
seasons to everyone else's three.

Master Charge &
BankAmericard

CASEY OPTICAL
next to Casey's ~exall Drug
4312lomas NE 255·6329
Wednesday, October 6,1971

By JIM PENSIERO
Judging from the unusual
amount of self· laudatory
handouts received at the office it
seems that the New Mexico State
Aggies are (!Xpecting an upset over
UNM's answer to the barometer,
the Lobos.
The Ags, who are 2·2 so far this
season, have an offense that has
generated an average of 150.7
yards a game rushing and 144.5
yards passing for an average of
295.3 yards total offense, The
Lobos famed "Red Running
Machine"
has averaged

278.7 yards ~n the ground and 84
via the airways for an average of
362.7 yards offense.
1917-Bad Year
Defensively State has fared
somewhat better than UNM,
allowing 1,109 yards in four
games for an average of 277.3.
The Lobos have given up 933
yards for an average of 311 per
game.
The game will be the 62nd in a
series that began on New Year's
Day, 1894. Since those sagebrush
days the virile UNM squad has
beaten the hapless Ags 35 times,
while losing .22 and four ties
taking up the remainder. One year
which particularly upset the
Lobos was tho 110·3 thrashing
they took at the bands of State in
1917. That was the year that
NMSU joined the rest of the
nati9n in adopting the .Flying
Wedge while the disjointed Lobos
were still resorting to the "Grim
Reaper" forward pass formation
where the quarterback switches
jerseys in the huddle and slips past
the defense for an alm<>bt
guaranteed score. The play was
banned hi 1918 under a special
title in the Alien and Sedition

Acts.
All fun and games aside this
weekend's contest is shaping up to
be one of the more interesting
games of the 1971 season. The
Lobos .will be pitting their
Wishbone·Y offense. while State
will continue with their time ·
tested pro•set formation,
NMSU Offense
Spearheading the Aggie attack
will be sophomore quarterback
Joe Pisarcik. PisRrcik has been a
pleasant surprise for the Ags so far
completing 49 of 106 passes for
555 yards and 46.2 percentage
mark. He is mostly ·a passer,
running only 19 times for an
overall loss of eight yards. But his
arm can't be denied as he broke
an Aggie record with 22
completions in last weekend's
losing effort against SMU. Picking
up some of the fruit from
Pisarcik's arm was flanker Skip
Stephenson, who caught a record
breaking 10 passes.
He bas one weak point however
which might prove to be a factor.
In the latest statistics it has been
shown that Pisarcik has been
intercepted eight times, Hopefully
he will continue on this trend and
thus provide the Lobo secondary
with some fodder. _
Po James
Another man the Lobo defense
will be keying on is wingback Ron
"Post Office" James. PO rushed
for 111 yards on 24 carries in the
SMU game to bring his career
total to 3,406 YIIJ'ds. Currently
there is Ollly one man between
James and the honor of being
college football's all·time running
back, Oklahoma's Steve Owens.
PO has to gain 462 yards in
the next seven games to vnsa tho
Oklahoma great. In his career he
ailS carried the ball 687 times for
an average carry of 4.95 yards. He
has also scored 198 points which
puts him third on the all-time
Aggie scoring list.
Offensive Line
Protecting Pisarcik and opening
holes for James will be a very
efficient offensive line. Last

weekend the entire line was
graded by Aggie Coaches at over
50 per cent. Lending the . way
·tackle AI DeMundren with a
fabulous 60.5 per cent rating,
followed by Brad Bush with a
57.0 and st
guard John
Edmonton at·
The Ag line

was so effective last weekend that
throughout the game not once did
the SMU defense manage to throw
Pisarcik for a loss. Behind this sort
of support Pisarcik is capable of
setting as many records as he did
against the SMU s~ondary.
Defensively the Ags are led by
middle linebacker Andy Dorris
and strong side linebacker Tom
Fisher. Fisher lead the defense
overall and will carry into the
game the record of intercepting
two passes and returning them for
TD's. Both Fisher and Dorris will
be wearing the "Skull and
Crossbones" insignia on their
helmets that are awareded by
coach Jim Wood for doing a
particularly effective job.
Other Ags wearing the
Skullbone are safety AI Gee, end
Charley Howard and tackle Joey
Jackson.

i:)Q

The Free University will have
an open meeting for persons
interested in the idea and fate of
the Free University in
Albuquerque. The meeting will be
held at 8 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 7 in
room 108 of the Union. All
persons are welcome. Further
information may be obtained by
telephoning 277-5720 or
277·5826.
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Ha11d BJoclt Printing
Ro,.,.ro • R. R. Murr4 • 2.4-2.•41.33
Over 30
Different
Sandwiches
]lfon·Sat

11 a.m.-a a.m.

Sun
11 a.m.-1 a.m.
1600 Central SE
842·6736

the area's largest selection of audio
components at guaranteed lowest prices!
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Kenwood FM/AM stereo receiv

Amistad

Fitting

-

Has FET front end. IC FM IF
stages anq wide band ratio
dectector. FM stereo lig.ht,
.
• Kenwood KR 3130 . • • Reg. 199.95
• Royal 5·A • .•• • • . •. • •• Reg. 139,9·
• Garrard SL 558 • • • . • • Reg. 59.5 0
• Garrard B·l . . . • • . • • . • • Reg. 5 ,50
• Shure RM 930C .•• , .• Reg. 29 ,95
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. Our Reg. Low
Discount Price 413.80

413.80

BELLAS HESS
Oper1 10 AM. to 9 f> M.

Mon.·Fn. 9 AM ·9 PM Sat
10 A M to 6 P M Sunoay

DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE .••
WHERE QUALITY COUNTS!
3821 Menaul Blvd N E
Albuquerqutl. N M
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Labor-GovernmentSplitWidening ~
Meany Likens Nixon to Latin-American Dictator
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
rancorous split between the
administration and organized
labor deepened Tuesday,
Agriculture Secretary Clifford M.
Hardin deplored an "unrestrained
use of power" by some union
officials and AFL·CIO President
George Meany likened President
Nixon to a Latin·American
dictator.
0 ne day after he told the
House Banking Committee that
Nixon was unworthy of a
congressional mandate to control
inflation, Meany accused the
President of running the economy

CLASSIFIED

"from the balcony" in the manner
of former Argentine Strongman
Juan Peron,
He also charged that the
administration was employing the
"big lie tec~nique used by all
dictators" to try to convince the
public that Nixon's new economic
policies were fair and working.
Lament
Hardin, in an obvious reference
to Meany at an Agriculture
Department ceremony, lamented
"the testimony of a prominent
labor leader .. , demanding that
labor should get what its leaders
want ... seemingly regardless o~

ADVERTISING

WHERE: Journalism Building, Room
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. J.f ad is to
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
Classified Advertising
no changes the rn.te is reduced to 5c
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque,
N,M, 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

FOR SALE

1) PERSONAlS

5)

WANTED TO BUY: A fairly new 10·
speed bicycle, reasonably priced-298·
3878. 10/12
AGORA-student~ Student help, Any
problem, any time of the day or night.
Coffee no extra. NW Corner Mesa Ylsta,
277·3013. 10/12
READY I To start n bright new semester
full of happenings, Sec us I Arrangements Unlimited. 107 Girard SE. 266·
8379. 10/14
MARRIED AND SINGLE STUDENTS.
Hoepltallzation insurance. Pays up to
$450 for maternity. For info telephone
242-1217. 10/7
FREE: Handsome and healthy kittens.
Longhaired males. Tortoise-shell female.
898·1929. 10/7
PROFESSORS - former legal secretary,
now graduate student, desires work, 20
hours a week. Jane, 242·8495, 10/7
GIRLs-We have your size. Bell's by
Levi's. Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central
SE. 243·6954. 10/G

COMPLE'rE LUDWIG TRAP SET with
symbols, $250.00. 242-1669 after 3 PM.
10/7
BICYCLE-Never ridden-10 speed-$120
cash-298-9734 3·6 pm. 10/8
1970 DUSTER 340. Four-speed. Excellent.
Call after five, Davi& 299-3827. 10/7
USED SUEDE AND LEATHER JACKETS. $2.60 to $16.00 each. New aTrivals
Friday this week at the bead Shaman.
401B Saj Felipe NW, Old Town 11·7
dally. 10 13
DUE TO THE GREAT RESPONSE to the
Lobo Ad our supply of used suede and
leather jackets is somewhat depleated.
Starting this Friday and every Friday we
will add 60·100 coats and jackets. Thank
you-The Bend Shaman! 401B San
Felipe NW. Old Town 11·7 dally. 10/13
Y·M TAPE HEAE- 2-Speaker Cabinets
10" and 3" In each) Plus 2 other small
sp~ker systems. Call 268-5904. 10/6
1970 HONDA 760 small tank and seat.

2)

LOST & FOUND

BORROWED. My leather purse from Zim·
merman basement. I'm just interested in
getting back my pictures, ete, Keep, IV,
checks, TDN tickets. $2G "reward ' for
return. Please return them they're irre_
placeable. Teri 20!1·1977. 10/13
LOST: Siamese Cat-Female 1 yr. CHAN·
'tEL. Call 2G6·0169, 403 Princeston SE.
10/13
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER: Found in
the Admini!Jtrntion Building, May be
claimed in Room 104 of the Admin.
DldJr. 10/8
LOST: Gold and oilver wedding band at
UNM football game. Sept. 26. Contact
268·111'/2. Heward 1
LADY'S WATCH-Found Tuesday after·
noon In church parking Jot West of.
campus. Call Peggy: 2!!!1-7434, 10/7
FOUND one nUde rule In case, !1/29 by the
pharmacy building. Sec Syl at 200!1 Lend,
SE to identify and claim after 4 in the
p.m. 10/9

3) SERVICES
AUTOMOTIVE TUNE· UPS, S t u dent
Price. New spark plugg, points, conden•
ser, rotor for 6 cYlinder U.S. Auto only.
20!l·G230. 10/13
"IN-YOUR·HOME," TV Repnlrl Free Es·
tlmnte I $2 Service. 268·8623. 10/12
COED WILL TYPE for professor 10·16
houm a week. EXPerienced in typing
lcttero, r('])orts, tables, mantl!!cripts tor
publication. Clill Donna, 208-5864. 10/6
IRONING GETTING YOU DOWN'l $1.GO
per 12 pieces. 242-3803. 10/6
TUTORING. Translation In French and
Spanish. Call Kitt. 243-2085. 10/G
AUDUBON ECOLOGY FII..Ms-On wildlife (outdoors i.e.) at POPEJOY starting Thursday October 7, 7:15 PM. ($3
Student ticket good tor aU G shows.)
Phone 277-3121 while the tickets last.
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY - Weddin~t. You or
Whatever. 242-7558. 9/22

4)
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1971 HONDA 360. Perfect Condition 1000
mi. Need cash. Call 266-4317 after noon.
10/G
1!170 BRONCO WAGON, 3 speed, 4 wheels,
2 tanks, mud and snow, sport pack~e.
298-3434. 10/8
HOMEMADE BREADS: All sizes, tastes
and smells. Order now. 242·1934. 10/9
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S. $30-$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 256-5981. 12/20
BEADS, BEADS, BEADS I Hundred of
different kinds and colors of beads.
Bends for macrame at The Bead Shaman.
401D San Felipe NW. Old Town. 11·7
daily. 10/13
LEATHER BELLDOTTOMS AND JACKETS by TAJvi's, Lobo Men's Shop. 2120
Central SE. 10/16
JUST RECEIVED a shipment of 1971
Singer Sewing Machines. These ma·
chines have never been U!!ed ana are
equipPed w/zig-za~r, make buttonholes,
etc. Will be sold for $49 each, cash or
terms. United Freight Sales. 3920 San
Mnteo NE. Open 9 til 9. tfn

6)

EMPLOYMENT

BABYSITTER, Mon-Frl. 1:30·6!307: Old
Town Area. 243·2183 after 6. 10 12
RESPONSIBLE !IAN WANTED TO
MANAGE Motel-Style Apts. Call 2116·
1664. 10/8
7}

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED:. Good. Used Motocycle Helmet.
Call 271-3087. 10/12
TO GIVE AWAY: One large dog, shepard·
St. Bernard cro:;s, male, year old. Qunli·
fied persons call 842-6272 after G. 10/7
COFFEE liOUSE to open Oct. 15: Folk
m113ic, Piny readings, poetry, etc. 10/8
$30.00
~;:>~~!n!~~IU~~ Abo,

whether it is inflationary, and
seemingly without regard for what
it does for the rest of society."
Harding cited the
longshoremen's strikes that have
closed down east, west and gulf
coast ports. !'The inflation that is
triggered by this kind of
unrestrained use of power pushes
farm costs higher and higher and
grasps farmer~; tight in a cos't·price
freeze," he said,
Farmers hurt economically by
the dock strike, said Hardin, are
"distressed by the lack of
statesmanship on the part of sorne
labor leaders.''
'rhe verbal crossfire erupted as
Nixon faced a Senate challenge of
his order postponing a $2.6 billion
.federal pay raise for six months,
until July 1, which the House
upheld Monday on a vote of 207
Lu 17 4; The Senate vote comes
Thursday.
Aside from a move to veto the
postponement, Sen. Gale McGee
{D-Wyo. ), chairman of the Senate
Post Office and Civil Service
Committee, proposed delaying all
pay raises-civilian and
military-and empowering Nixon
in the me~ntime to permit
increases throughout Oct. 1,
1972, in line with his
noninflationary guidelines.
The House meanwhile debated
the President's tax cut proposals,
as refined by the House Ways and
Means Committee, with only
token opposition heard. Passage
was considered certain on
Wednesday under a rule
forbidding floor amendments.
It said the Rowe Furniture
Corp. of Salem, Va., and Miners
National Bank of Potts'.rille, Pa.,
had agreed to cut theix
fourth-quarter dividend payment
to compensate for increases made
during the freeze. They brought
to eight the number of firms
agreeing to rescind a dividend
increase.
Meany told the House
Committee Monday that Congress
should take over management of
the economy in view of Nixon's
"record of unkept promises,
disastrous policies, sudden
flip-flops and utterly lopsided
programs."

Boycott Committee
There will be a general meeting
of the Albuquerque Boycott
Committee to discuss structure
and future plans. All interested
persons please attend Wednesday,
Oct. 6 at the Chicano Studies at
7;30 p.m.

ASUNM Elections
Petitions for those wishing to
run for ASUNM Senate are now
available in the ASUNM office,
Union 242,

Drop-in Chairman
The ASUNM Drop-in Center
needs someone to assume the
office of chairman of the Drop·in
Board The ,position is unsalaried,
Deadline for applications is Oct .
7. Apply at the ASUNM offices,
upstairs in the Union.

250·0 in the Union. FQture trips
will be planned anp a slide show
of snow climbing on Mt. Rainier
and Mt. Shuksan will be shown. ·
For information, call Steve
Schum, at 842·92,45.

Dance Dept.
To further the knowledge and
joy of dance 1 the UNM Dance
Department is conducting an open
house Thursday, Oct, 7 at 7 p.m.
in Carlisle Gym. All are welcome.

Quito Club
The Quito Club is planning a
meeti.ng Oct. 14 at the
International Center. It will be
followed by a chile dinner, All
students are invited to come. The
meeting starts at 6:30 p.m. and
the dinner is at 7:30 p.m.

Geology Club

Graduating Seniors
If you have not visited the
Placement Center to complete
your Grad II registration form
you should do so immediately.
The deadline for submission of
completed registration forms is
Oct. 13.

Student Veterans
The Students Veterans
Association will meet Thursday,
Oct. 7 in room 253 of the Union
at 7:30 p.m. Election of a new
vice president will take place.

Mountaineering
A general meeting of the UNM
Mountaineering Club will take
place Oct. 6 at 7:30 p.m. in room

There will be a meeting of
GSUNM Thursday Oct, 7 at 7:30
p.m. in Northrop Hall, room 116.
Nominations and elections of new
officers will take place,

Crusades
Chaplain Glen Anglese will be
giving a series of noninter·
denominational religious crusades
on campus at 8 p.m. Oct. 7 in the
Union, room 250, B and C. The
first message is on "Prisons and
Imprisonment."

Linguistics Club
The UNM linguistics club will
hold a meeting Oct. 13 at 8 p.m.
in room 153 of the new Ortega
Hall.

Wildlife Films Popeioy
Hall Oct. 7 Thurs.
7:15 p.m.
The first of 5 Audubon
flicks on Mt. scenery,
wild animals, natural waterways
and ecology
Oct. 7 will be on The Great Salt lake
Series
$3 Student

["[·~:::::::::.::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::=·::::::::::::::::::::::::::;·-~

II

Calling

u

$5 Faculty

Single Showings
$1 Student
$1.50 Adult

11

iill":"i.,.~tiil.:

Wednesday, October 5, 1971
U
Campus Crusade for Christ; 9 a.m.
Unipn room 231·A
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics; 5
p.m.; Union room 23l·C
ASUNM Senate: 7 p.m.; room
250A-E; Union
Chakaa; 7:30; Union 253
Delta Sigma Pi; 7:30: Union room
230
Mortar Board; 7:30. Union room
23l•D
1\Iount.aineedng Club; 7 • .10, UnlC:ill
room 23l·E
Alpha Phi Omega; 8 p.m.; Union
room 231A·E
Tables in lobby; Student Bar
Association 9 a.m. • 5 p.m.
UNM Band; 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
YAF: 8:30·2

,,..,.

II

FORRENT

WANTED-·Female, to 11hare house near
11ehool (neat, please). 265·2494, 10/13
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED tor 2
bedroom apartment. Call 243-6661 ext.
231 days, 268-0023 after G. 10/9
WANTED: Female roommate for apartment near UNM. $42.60. Call 268·4233.
10/8
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN
YOUR OWN HOME with low down
payment and monthly payment!! less than
rent. For details eall Mike at 298-7689 or
Eve 296-5179. 10/20 .
TWO GENTLEMEN STUDENT& share
room with kitchen prlveleges. Evenings
286-0695. 9/28

CLA§§IFHEJ[)

ADVER. fi§ING
University P.0. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word1 $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

5) FORSALE
1969 YW . bug in excellent condition,
$1,100. Clarinet, $4G. 266·4122. 10/13
'50 CHEVY pick-up. Clean. Engine like
new. $300. 255-u844. 10/13
1971 MGA Convertible, 1067 Norton 750,
both good condition. 266•2914. 10/13
1062 RAMIJLER, good condltlo:!!J . clean,
$121l or best offer, 214 Aleatar .l'IE. Apt.
_2. Evcnlng!f, 10/13
FIVE NEW S'l'EREO COMPONENT
SETS. These units have AM·FM stereo
receivers w/8 track ))layer. Al8o come
complete w/llt>parate deluxe Gn.rtard
changer and four speaker system. $119,95
l·ash or tcrma. United Frelitht Sales, 3020
_!nn Mn.tco NE. Open 9 till 9~ tfn
1971 CASSETTE TAPE PLAYER-. Dual
Speaker-Automatic Level Recording.
277-4296. 20/12
69 YAMAltA 250cc Enduro~ Good Condl·
tlon $400. Call 247·3128, 10/12
ltEAD MASTERS-NEVADA blndin~
MOLITOR buckle boot!!, SCOTT poles,
842·0345. 10/8
NEW 19'71 Schwinn-Varslty boy's 10-apeed
blcyele. Front and back generator llgbt!l,
baek rack. $!l5.00, Call 268·2206 alter
G:00, 10/!l

Pnge 12

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

Want Ads say it
. in a Big Way!!
ENCLOSED$._ _ __

PLACED BY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~~--~----------------------~---------------------------------------------~-------------~EW MEXICO tOBO

